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Abstract. By analogy with the concept of interpretatirn of a grammar, the notion of interpreta- 
tion of a pushdown acceptor is introduced for studying the pushdown-like devices structurally 
close to a given master pushdown acceptor. The nsz&~ lzsult established is that the family of 
languages accepted by those pushdown-like acceptors defined by interpretations af a fixed 
pushdown ac;:ey;tor coincide with the family of languages generated by those grammars defined 
by interpretazions of some grammar, and conversely. 
uction 
In [2] the concept oa” a grammar form was introduced to serve as a vehicle for 
studying phrase strucfl;re, more specifically context-free, grammars structurally 
close to a given master grammar. Since then a number of papers exploiting this idea 
have been written [I, 3,5-111. The same approach, that is, the concept of a form, 
has recently been used to examine’similarity in I[, systems [12-141. The purpose of 
the present paper is to apply the notion of a form to investigate structural closeness 
for pushdown acceptors. 
For notational Amplicity, we shall identify grammar forms with grammars. 
a set of interpreta~~iofis, 
as su orte art e Natis rant er 
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devices called “generalized pushdown acceptors”, namely pushdown acceptors in 
which a basic move i; caused by an arbitrary input word [instead of just a symbol or 
the empty word). Qur main result is the following: Each i:amiIy of languages defined 
bly the grammars structurally close to a given grammar coincides with the family of 
languages defined by the generalized pushdown acceptors tructurally close to some 
pushdown acceptor (alternatively, some generalized pushdown acceptor), and 
conversely. In other words, families of pushdown acceptors describe the same 
families of languages as families of grammars. From the structural point of view, 
those families of languages are thus natural objects (since they arise from two 
distinctly different entities) and are studied in [3]. 
In view of the we%known fact that a set of words is a context-free language if and 
only if it is accepted by some pushdown acceptor, the main result is an obvious 
statement to conjecture. Nevertheless, for some time it was felt to be false because 
of the difficulty in trying to preserve correspondence of structural closeness 
between pushdown acceptors and grammars. Its ultimate verification is rather 
involved and brings into play one-state pushdown acceptors which, by appropriate 
coding of the auxiliary storage, simulate arbitrary pushdown acceptors. 
The paper itself is divided into four sections. Section 1 reviews some basic ideas 
pertaining to grammars and introduces analogous concepts for (generalized) 
pushdown acceptors. Section 2 deals with structural closeness by length-preserving 
mappings, as well as with IWO kinds of pushdown acceptors which essentially code 
the state in the auxiliary storage. The resuhs here are of an auxiliary nature and 
either relate one form to another or one pushdown acceptor to another. Section 3 
proves the main result. Section 4 concerns the translation of several properties 
about families of grammars into corresponding ones for families of pushdown 
acceptors. 
In this section we review concepts relating to grammars and pushdown acceptors 
he reader is referred to [2] and [4] for motivation and further 
infinite set of symbols. All languages 
ite subsets (denoted by 2, 1, etc.) of 2,. We also assume 
context-free grammar’ is ever in J8L 
ars by means of “interpretations”. 
Of CO~kPtt-iree iangu Y. a at-free 
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An interpretation of a (context-free) grammar G = (V, 2, P, (or) is a 
is a context-free grammar; 
(ii) p is a substitzition on V* such that ~(a) is a finite subset of 2: for each 
element 42 in ~(5) is a finite subset of V. - X1 for each 5 in V - 2, and 
P(WW(~)= ror each 6 and q, &# q, in 1’ - 2 ; 
(iii) PI is a subset of I_C (P) = uminpp (T), where p (a! - 13) = (U --, v : u in p(a), 
iv in p(p)}; and 
(iv) S, is in j.4 (a). 
P is length preserving if ~(a) G & for each element a in C. The (context-free) 
gammar GI = (V’, &, PI, SI) is called the grammar of I. Given context-free 
grammars G and G’, we say there is an interpretation from G to 6;’ if t 
interpretation I of G so that Gr = G’. 
Each production in G1 may be viewed as “structurally close” to a production 
in G. 
emark 1.2. In defining grammar forms as in [2] there is a fixed set VW > i& such 
that (i) V, - Zoo is infinite, and (ii) each grammar considered has its total vocabulary 
in V,. A grammar form consists OS V, and &, together with a context-free grammar 
G called the form grammar. Interpretations of the grammar form are interpreta- 
tions of G as above having the total vocabulary in V,. For our purposes, we may 
identify a grammar form with its form ,grammar. It is clear that any grammar is 
isomorphic, in an obvious sense, to one whose total vocabulary is in V,. T!EJs~, the 
usual logical difficulties associated with consideration of all grammars or all 
interpretations of a grammar can be circumvented by handling only those with toal 
vocabulary in V,. Nevertheless, we shall find it convenient, since we shall 
occasionally construct a grammar whose variables are given as pairs or triples of 
elements of given sets, to consider arbitrary grammars. 
ition .3. Eor each (context-free) grammar 6, let Y(G) = {G,: 
tation of G}, SL (G) = (Gr : I a length-preserving interpretation of 
}, and J&(G) = {L(GI):‘Gr in 5% (G)}. 3’( 
of G and Z’(G) the grammati 
grammdical family if Y 
Next we recall the efinition of a pushdown acce 
SMOWP~ -acceptor (ab.breviated pda) is a 6-t le = 
re* 
‘The usual definition of a pda has a move fun 
acce g states. emptying the ~lr.;hdssrviia storage. The 
versnon given he ore witable for our needs. 
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(i) K is a finite slet (of states); 
(ii) 2 is a finite subset of 2, (the inputs); 
(iii)Ir‘ is a finite set (of stack symbols); 
(iv) H is a finite subset (of moues) of x(;r:U{E})XrXr*XK; 
(v) Z, is an element of r (the start stack symbol); and 
(vi) q. is an element of K (the start state). 
The pda moves as follows: 
~t~ti~~. Given a pda M = (K, -C,r, H, ZO,qO) let t- be the relation on 
H:x~*xr*inwhich@,w,a)t-(q,w’,cu’)if w =XW’,CY =Z&anda!‘=y&where 
(p, X, 2, y; q) is in H. (The triple @, w, cy ) in K x 2 * x I’* corresponds intuitively to 
the pda fin state p with input w and littack ar3.) Let r be the reflexive transrtive 
closure of 1, and let Null(M) = {w in 2 *: (qO, w, 2,) i”- (4, E, E) for some q in K}. 
It is well-known [4] that the family od all Null(M) is identical with the family of 
languages generated by context-free grammars. 
As will be seen shortly the natural definition of interpretation of a pda gives rise 
to a pushdown&e device slightly more general than a pda, namely: 
3. A generalized pda (abbreviated gpda) is a 6-tuple M =I 
(K, 2, If, El, Z-,, qO), where K, 2, r, Zor q. are as in a pd.a and H is a finite subset (of 
moves) of K xC*xrxPx K. 
The gpda mOves in the obvious way. Specifically: 
Let I- be the relation on K :i( C * x r* defined by (p, w,$ F (4, w ‘, a’) if 
W = 244, a! =Zp,andcv’= w’p, where (p, u, Z, y’, q) is in hi. Lzt t- be the reflexive 
transitive closure of l-, and let Null (Mji = {IV in 2 *: (qe, w, Zo) t- [q, E, E ) for some q 
Thus, a gpda is the same as a pda except hat it has moves whose input words are 
possibly of length larger than one. 
ily verified that Null ( ) is a context-free language for every gpda 
‘e are now rea y to formulate our definition of “interpretation” of a gpda. 
ers from that in 141 in that the stack has been reversed. 
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(iv) p3 is a substitution on I-‘* such that I&~(Z) is a subset of r1 for each Z in 1 
and ~~(2) n ~3(_Z’) = 8 for each Z and Z’, Z# Z’, in r; 
(v) & is a subset of g(H)= U,inHp(h), where p((p,w,Z,y,q))= 
((p’, w’,Z’, y’,q’): p’ in y,(p), w’ in p2(w), 2’ in ~~(29, y’ in p3(y), and q’ in 
is in ~~(2~) and qr is in pr(qO). 
MI is called the ~X&Z of I. Given gpda A4 and ‘, we say there is an 
tation from M 50 M' if there is an interpretation I of M such that MI = 
Cc nditions (i) and (iii) imply that different memory configurations of tr’le same 
t:‘_cJe, i.e., both in the finite control or both in the auxiliary storage, map into disjoint 
sets of memory configurations of the same type. This parallels the disjointness 
condition for variables in interpretations of grammars. 
Each move in MI may be viewed as “structurally close” to a move in M. 
In case M is a pda and I an interpretation of AZ, a move (p, w, 2, y, q) of 
n = (&, &, rl, HI, ZI, qI) has a word w not necessarily in 2, U {E}. It is for this 
reason that we introduced gpda earlier. 
emark 1.7. If K, and k are fixed infinite alphabets, then clearly every gpda is 
isomorphic, in an obvious sense, to one whose set of states is contained in K, and 
hose set of auxiliary symbols is contained in L. Thus, the logical difficulties 
associated with consideration of all gpda or all interpretations of a gpda can be 
avoided by limiting ourselves only to those whose set of states is in K, and whose 
set of auxiliary symbols is in L. Nevertheless, we shall find it convenient to 
consider arbitrary gpd since we shall occasionally construct gpda whose states or 
auxiliary symbols are efined in terms of elements from other sets. 
For each gpda M let At(M) = {M,: I an inlsrpretation 
led tile gpda language family of M, be the set {Null( 
28 ch‘ languages is called a gpda language family if S? 
anguage family of some gpda. 
Our main result, nrov red in Section 3, is that gpda language families coincide with 
grammatical families. 
results are of a technical nature and relate one pda to another. 
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We start with the notion of “strongly equivalent” gpda, this concept being similar 
to the corresponding one for grammar forms [2]. 
Definition 2.1. The gpda M = (K, Z, I’, H, &JO) and M’ = (K’, S’, r’, H’, Z&, q$ 
are called strolngly equivalent if & (M) = A (M’). 
It is obvious that if M and MC are strongly equivalent gpda then L!?(M) = Li?(M’), 
but not conversely. Also, ir: is easy to verify that gpda M and M’ are strongly 
equivalent if and only if there is an interpretation from each to the other. 
The first auxiliary result asserts that, moldulo strong equivalence, it is sufficient o 
consider only pda. 
Proposition 2.2. Every gpda is strongly equivalent to a pda; 
Proof. Let M = (K, 2, I’, &, qO) be a gpda. Let a be an element in 2, - 2. For 
each elehent h =(P,u,Z,y,q)in H let h’-(p,u’,Z,y,q), where U’=E if u ==E 
and u’= (;: if u # E. Let H’ = {h’: h in H}. Then M’ = (K,(a), r, H’, &, qo) is a pda 
and, as is readily seen, is strongly equivalent o M. 
For our purposes, it is more convenient o handle pda than gpda. Since an 
arbitrary interpretation of a pda yields a gpda, it is necessary to restrict the type of 
interpretation considered if a pda is desired. This leads to the following: 
Ddinition 2.3. A length -preserving interlyretation of a gpda M = 
(K, z, r, H, 20, CJO) is an interpretation (p,, p2, pL3, Mr) with the property that p2Qa) 
is a subset of Cao for each a in C. 
Clearly MI is a pda for each length-preserving interpretation I of a pda. 
Notation. For each gpda M let J&(M) = {MI: I a length-preserving inferpreta- 
tion of M} and J&_p (M) = {Null (MI ): MI in &_P(M)}. 
The basic connection between arbitrary interpretations and length-preserving 
ones is the readily verified fact that4 Z?(M) = 2 (2?,, (M))” for every gpda M. Let M 
be a gpda and M’ a pda strongly equivalent o M. (By Proposition 2.2, M’ exists.) 
Then i?(M) = .Z’(M’) = X(2&_, (M’)). As will be seen in Section 3, this last relation 
plays a key role in establishing our main result. 
In an arbitrary pda, the computation depends on both the state and the contents 
of the auxiliaq storage. In order to associate a grammar with a pda we shall 
simulate a given pda by two pda, M 2nd I@ both of which carry the state in the 
auxiliary storage. 
4For each set 2’ of languages, l%(Z) denotes the set (h(L): L in 2, L E ZE, &_ 6 X,, h a 
om~~hism on 2:). 
‘Compare with [9, Lemma 3.13, which asserts that Z’(G) = %‘(Z’,,(G)) for every grammar G. 
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Notation. For each pda M = (IS, 2, I’, H, Zo, qo) and for Z1,. . l , Zk in l-‘, k 2 1, and 
q, q’ in K let 
(q, 21 l l l Zk, 9’) = {(q, 21, ql)(qb & q2) l l * (qk-1, .G, 4’): 41, . . .) qbl in K}. 
Let fi = (K, 2, f-K X r X K) EJ {Z,),R, Za,qO) be the pda in which R is defined as 
foIIows: 
(9 If (qo, x, Zo, E, q) is in H, then (qo, x, &, E, q) is in il‘. 
(ii) If (q, x, 2T9 e, q ‘) is in H, then (q, x, (q, 2, q’), E, q’) is in fl. 
{iii) If (qO, x, ZO, y, q) is in H, y# E, then (q,,, x, Zo, & q) is in g for all p in 
<q, y, q’) and all q ’ in K. 
(iv) If (q, x, 2, y, q’) is in H, y # E, then (q, x, (q, 2, q “1, p, q ‘) is in B for all p in 
(q ‘, y, q “) and all q” in K. 
Also, let M = ({q,,}, S,(K x r Y K) U {&}, 3, Zo, qo) be the pda in which 
(qo, x, 2, w, qo) is in B if (q, x, 2, W, q ‘) is in R for Some* q, q’ in -i-C 
The intuitive significance of the stack symbol (p, 2, q) is the following: If (Is, 2, q) 
is the leftmost symbol of the stack, M (i) can move only when in state p, and (ii) can 
only erase the symbol at this position in the stack if after erasing, M goes to state q. 
Let pl, p2, p3 be the substitutions, defined by pl (q) = {q) for each q in K, 
F2(a) = {a} for each a in 2, and ~~(25) =K x (2) x K for Z# 2% in r, and 
~&ZO) = (K ~1 {Zo} x K) U {Z,,}. Clearly R G g(H). Hence there is a length- 
preserving interpretation from M to M. Let p :, &, p : be the substitutions defined 
by p:(qo)=K, &(a)=(u) for each a in Z, &(&)={&}, and &((p,Z,q))= 
{@I, 2, q)} for each (p, 2, q) in K x r x K. Obviously R c p ‘(n), so there is also a 
length-preserving interprt:tation from M to fi. Usually, neither M nor fi is an 
interpretation of the other. 
In general, there are many moves in M corresponding to a given move in M. 
However, for each move in M there is a unique corresponding move in fi which 
results in a specified stack. That is, given an accepting computation6 in My 
(4 0,x1 “‘x~,z~)~(q~,r:~*~~x”,w,)~~*~~(qn-rllXn,wn-1)t-(4n~~,~), 
there is a corresponding accepting computation in M 
where Pn-] is a uniquely determined element of (q,_,, w,,+ q,) and by induction on 
i, each pi is a uniquely determined element of (qi, We, qn). Th?ls Null (M) C Null (M) 
Conversely, suppose given an accepting computation in - 
(4 0,-x 1 l l l x,, 20) I- (91, x2 l l l x,, Pi) I- .: l I- (q”-1, X”, Pn-1) t- (qm 6 E )= 
h A computfftios of !kf = (K, z, r, H, 20, qO) is a Sequence (PI. WI, 7,) ks ’ ’ t- (pk, wk, yk). If PI = qo and 
wk = ‘yk = E, then the computation is said to be an acceptbg computation. 
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Then pi is in (sit Hti, 9n) for some (unique) w in C, and 
(4 0,x1 “‘Xn,.z*)~(q*,X**o~Xn,Wl)~*‘~~(q”-l,xn,wn-*)~(q,,E,E) 
is a corresponding; accepting computation in M Therefore Null (a) C Null (M). 
Hence VW have: 
Lemma 2.4. Null (M) = Null (fi). 
Note that in each accepting computation in fi, 
with n > 1, the states dill,.  ., q,, are uniquely determined by &, . . ., &-I since /Si is in 
(qi, wi, qn) for all i, Thus, there is such an accepting computation in a for some 
states ql,. . ., qn in K if and only if there is a corresponding accepting computation 
in 3 
(4 0,x1 l I’ ‘~n,~o)~(qo,X~~~~X”,~*)I-~**~(q0,~.~Pn-~)~(40~e~~). 
Therefore we have proved: 
Lemma 2.5. For each pda M, Null (%) = Null (fi). 
As remarked earlier, neither M nor a need be an interpretation of the other. 
However, suppose M’ is a one-state pda and there is a length-preserving interpreta- 
tion from M’ to M. Then it is clear that there is a length-preserving interpretation 
from M’ to fi. From Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 we therefore get: 
Propositiou 2.6. Let M be a one -state pda and I a length -preserving interpretation. 
Then there is a length -preserving interpretation I’ of M such that MI1 is G one -state 
pda and Null (A&#) =Null (MI). 
3. Main result 
In this section we prove our main result, namely that the collection of grammatical 
families is identical with the collection of gpda language families. In view of 
Proposition 2.2, it suffices to show that (i) for every grammar G there is a pda M 
such that Z(M) = Z’(G), and (“) f u or every pda M there is a grammar G such that 
Z(C) = S(M). The me,thod of proof in establishing (i) and (ii) is to verify that. they 
hold with 3’ replaced everywhere by .&. The results then follow from the facts 
that Z’(M) = 2&%‘~P(M)) and .3(G) = 3&&(G)). 
We now turn to establishing (ij above. 
each context-free grammar 
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({q&Z, V, H, a, 40) be the one-state pda in which H = {(qo, a, a, E, qo): a in 
. Zl U i(q0, E, 6, w, qo): 6 + w in P}. 
It is well-known [4] that Null (M,) = L(G) for each context-free grammar G. 
Theorem 3.1. For every grammar G, S(G) = Z(MG). 
Proof. From the definition of the pda MO it is clear that if there is a length- 
preserving interpretation from G to a grammar G’, then there is an associated 
12ngth-preserving interpretation from MG to MGn. Therefore 
To establish the reverse inclusion note that Z(Mc) = %(JZLp(MG)) and 
X(ZYL, (G)) c .3(G). Thus, it sufic es - fo move that 5fLp(Mc) c %(G). Accord- 
ingly, let G = (V, 2, P, a) and M,- - ({q& 2, Y: H, a, 40). Let (~1, p2, p3, Mj be a 
length-preserving interpretation of .&. By ProposiUn 2.6, we may assume without 
loss of generality that M is a one-state pda, say M = ((40;. &, L H1, ZO, q& Since 
HI c p (El), each move in H1 is either of the form 
(i) (40, a ‘, a”, E, qO), where a’ is in pz(a) and a” is in pG3(a) for some a in 2. or 
(ii) (qo, E, t’, w’, qo), where [‘-, w’ is in p& --3 w) for some 5 + w in P. 
Let V, = rl - p&Z). Let T and # be the substitutions on r? and V* respec- 
tively, defined by ~(5’) = (6’) for all 6’ in VI, r(a”) = {a’: (qo, a’, a”, E, qO) is in H1} 
for all a’ in p_,(2), and $ = 7~~. Let G’ = (V, U &, I&, PI, 2,) be the context-free 
grammar in which PI = (5’ + w : w in r (w ‘), (qa, E, r’, w ‘, qO) in HJ. Then (~1. ‘, G’) 
is a length-preserving interpretation of G, and it is straightforward to verify that 
L(G') = Null (M). Therefore 6pLp(M+ Z.,(G), completing the proof. 
Having 
converse. 
shown that every grammatical family is a gpda family, we now turn te the 
Notation. For each pda M = (K, 2, r, El,& qo), let u be a new symbol and 
GM = ({a) U C U (K x I' x K), Z, P, CT) the context-free grammar in which P is 
defined as follows (for k 2 1, and 2, ZI,. . ., Zk in ,v): 
(i) If (qO, X, &, E, q) is in H, then (+ * x is in P. 
(ii) If (4, x, z E, q’) is in H, then (q, 2, q’) --3 x is in P. 
(iii) If (qo, x, Zo, 2, l l l Zk, q) is in H, then 
is in P for all q], . . .,qk in K. 
(iv) If (q, x, Z, 2, l 9 . &, q’) is in H, then 
(4, z, q”)__* x(4’, 21, ql)(ql, 22342) l l ’ (qk-13 zb 4”) 
is in P for all q”, ql, . . l , q&-l irTi K. 
It is well-known [4] that L( 
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Theorem 3.2. For every pda MI 9(G,) = Z’(M). 
It is clear from the definition of the grammar GM that if there is a 
length-preserving interpretation from M to M’ then there is an associated 
length-preserving interpretation from GM to G,.. Therefore -I 
TO prove the reverse inclusion it suffices to show that .%P (GM) C 5% (M). Let 
M := (K, 2, r, H, Z,,, qO) and let (p, G) be a length-preserving interpretation 
0f GM =({a)uZ: u(Kx~xK)J,P,~), say G =(W~I,(+~). Let Q= 
(K, 2, (K x J’ x K) u !&}, fi, ZO, q,,) be the length-preserving interpretation of A4 
constructed in Section 2. It suffices to exhibit a length-preserving interpretation 
(CL ;, &, &, M’) of fi such that Null (M’) = L(G). Let ,u I, p :, and p: be the 
substitutions defined by p i (4) = {q} f oreachq ink,p:(a)=p(a)foreacha inz, 
&(ZO) = ~(a), and p $((q, Z, 4’)) = p ((4, Z, q’)) for all q, q’ in K and Z in r. Then 
cd;, PI, ~4 are length preserving, p i(P) n p i (4) = 0 for all p and qq p# q 
in K, ~L((P,z,p’))ncL:((s,Z’,4’))=0 for all (p,Zp’) ad (q,Z’,q’), 
@,Z,p’)#(q,Z’,q’)in KxFxK,andluS(Zo)n~I((q,Z,q’))=Ofo,zall(q,Z,q’)in 
K x F x K. Let M’ = (K, El, V, H’, uI, q,), where H’ consists of the following 
moves: 
(i) If t’-, x’ is in P,, coming from a production of type (i) in GM corresponding 
to the move (qO,x, ZO, E, q) in H, let (qO, x’, e’, E, q) be in H’. 
(ii) If A + x’ is in P,, coming from a production of type (ii) in GM corresponding 
to the move (q, x,Z, c,q’) in H, let (q, x’, A, E, q’) be in H’. 
(iii) If k’+x’A1 **a hk is in PI, coming from a production of type (iii) in G,,., 
corresponding to the move (qO, X, ZO, Z, . . . Zk, q) in H, let (q-,, x ‘, c’, A, - - - Ak, q) be 
in H’. 
(iv) If A+x’A,*** Ak is in PI, coming from a production of type (iv) in GM 
corresponding to the move (q, x, Z, Z1 - - - Zk, 9’) in H, let (q, x‘, A, A i * 9 . Ak, 4’) be in 
H’. 
It is clear that (p I, p 4, ~5, M’) is a length-preserving interpretation of It;;f. It 
remains to verify tkat Nuli(M’) = L(G). Note that in GM the variable CT only 
e left sides of productions and all the other variables are in K x r X 
in a leftmost derivation CT~+ E w in G, w - uu for some M in z T 
))*. By a straight ard induction, it is seen that for n 3 1, 
ep leftmost derivation al ZuvinG,whererrisinzTandvisin 
1 ‘f d =y ‘f an ant 1 there is an; n-step computation from (qO, u. pi) to 
. %q Null( the proof is 
2.2, we alPy have: 
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3. (main theorem.) 
statements are equivalent : 
r eqch family .Zof languages the following three 
(a) 9 is a grammatical family. 
(b) 2 is a gpda language family. 
(c) .JZ is a pda kapguage family. 
rs 
is section we translate some known properties of grammars into properties 
of +_*a . 
nition Let M=( 2k f’, H, &, qO) be a pda. A computation 
( 1 Y’ (q,WW’,Zy’)~(q*,w,w’,yry’)~~**~(qk,wkw’,yky’)~(q’,w’,3~‘), 
w\nere k 3.0, q, ql,. . ., qk,q’areinK,w,w’,w, ,..., wkareinX*,y’isinr*,Zisin 
I-, and y 1, . . ., yk are in r’, is called a computation of type q - 2 - q’. If, in addition, 
the type q - 2 - q’ computation (*) factors into 
(q, xuvw ‘) Zy’) r (q, uvw ‘, Zyy’) iT (q’, VW ‘, ry’) T (q’, w ‘, y ‘) 
with w = xuv, .v # 3, v# E, and (q, uvw’, Zyy’) i (q’, VW ‘, yr’) a q - 2 - “1’ compu- 
tation, then ( * ) is called self-embedding. 
2. In Section 3 a grammar G M is associated with each pda M. The 
variable (q, Z,q’) of GM generates the set of words w irr ,C* zcceptcd by an 
accepting computation of type q - 2 - q’ of (see [4, p. 651). Thus there is a 
self-embedding computation of type q - 2 -q’ in M if and only if (q, Z, q’) is a 
self-embedding variable of GM.’ (The only variable of G, not of the kind (q, 2, q’) 
is e. However, this cannot be self-embedding since it only occurs on the left side of 
reductions of G M.) Furthermore, GM is an expansive grammar’ if and only if there 
,is q, Z, q’ and an accepting computation of containing a subco tation of type 
6 - Z - q’ which contains two non-& no 
type q-z-q’. 
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(b) 2?(M) is the family of all finite languages if and only if Null (M) is a finite set 
containing a non-8 word. 
(c) S(M) is the family 0; all regular iangk. ig;cs if 4’ ~2d only if Null (M) is infinite 
and there is WI accepting computation of A4 containir$ a subcomputation which is 
. sdf -embedding. 
(d) S(M) is the family of all linear kxguages if and only if (i) there is an 
accepting computation of M containing a subcomputation which is self-embedding 
and (ii) no accepting computation contains two nonoverlappiflg subcomputations both 
of which are self -embedding. 
(e) LZ(A4) is the farniP of all colttext-free languages if and onZy if the following 
conditio,n holds: For some q, 2, q’ there is an accepting computation of M with a 
subcomputation of type q - Z - q’ which contains two non-& nonoverlapping sub- 
computations each of type q - Z - q’. 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.2$ Remark 4.2, and [2, Lemma 2.1, 
Theorems 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.2]. 
The properties proved in [7] concerning strong 
over to strong equivalence of pda. We elaborate 
equivalence of 
on this next. 
grammars carry 
Given two pda MI and MZ, there is a pda M such that &t(M) = 
Let Mi = (Ki, -Ci, ri, Hi, Zi, qi ) for i = 1,2. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that & = .& = {a] for some element a. Let M = 
(K, x &, {a}, Ti x &, H, (Z,, Z,), (ql, qa)), where H is defined so that 
(@I, pz), 2, i&, Z,,), (Z,, &I) l l l (Zk, JL), (p 1, pi)) is in H for k 2 0 and each Zj 
in ri, if and only if (PI, X, ZIO, %I1 l l l Zlk, pi)) is in HI and (p2, X, &~,ZZ~ - l l &, pi) 
is iFr Hz. It is straightforward to show that AZ(M) = Ai 17 A(Mz). 
Given pda hfl and MZ write MI 4 Mz if there is an interprciation from 
to .Mt. For each p M let [M] be the equivalence class, modulo strong 
equivalence, containing i.e., [M] = {M’: M’ strongly equivalent to M}. Let d be 
the set of equivalence classes of pda. For two equivalence classes E1 and &, write 
2 for some RI, in El and M2 in Ez. 
ote that E1 Q E, is independent of the 1 in E1 and MS in & chosen. Also, Jt is 
partially ordered under 4. In fact, we have: 
. nder 4, 4 is a distriLk4tive lattice. 
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d(M1) n d(M2). Clearly [M] = glb (E,. E2). Consider lub. There is no loss of 
generality in assuming that K, n K2 = (qO} and r, f’I r2 = {&}. Define M = 
(K1 U &, 21 U &, C U &, HI cd Hz, &, qo). Then [M] is easily seen to be 
lub (El, E2). The distributivity of & is routine and left to the reader. 
We now turn to “minimal” pda and obtain the analogue to Theorem 3.1 of [7]. 
ion 4.6. A pda M = (K, 2, I’, H, ZO, qO) is called minimal if every pda 
y equivalent to M has at least as many moves as in H. M is called 
-tight’ if (i) every element in (K - {qO}) U (r - {Zo)) occurs in at least one 
move in H, and (ii) C consists of exactly one symbol. 
eorem 4.X (a) Every pda M = (K, 2, r, H, &, qO) has a strongly equivalent, 
mkimai pda M’= (K’, Z’, r’, H’, &, qO) in which H’C H. 
(b) Two strongly equivalent symbol-tight minimal pda are isomorphic.‘” 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 of [7] and is omitted. 
We close with some open questions. 
(1) For each grammar G is there a pda M, Z(M) = Z(G), with the following 
property: For each interpretation I of G such that GI is unambiguous i there an 
interpretation I’ of M such that MI* is an unambiguous pda” and Ndl(MIf) = 
L(Gr), and conversely? If the answer is yes and G is unambiguous, can M be found 
so that, in addition, M is unambiguous? 
(2) The same as (1) with G and M, etc. interchanged. 
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